Angloville Junior Legal Note

Angloville is committed to maintaining the highest standards of education and conduct. The main function of this
legal note is for us at Angloville to fulfil our responsibility in making you aware of some important aspects of the
local law. It would be remiss of us not to do so. At Angloville we work with many young individuals from different
backgrounds. As such, compliance with the law is mandatory and we expect high standards of behavior. The
following rules apply to everyone: coordinators, native English speakers, and program participants.
The management of Angloville and the coordinators of your program care about everyone’s safety. The following
information will be made clear to you when you meet with the coordinators, and you will be briefed on
everything you need to know before the camp starts so that any concerns can be dealt with. We want to make
you feel as welcome as possible, as you are giving up your time to help the local participants improve their
language skills. In return, we want to provide you with a memorable and stress-free experience. Once you arrive
at the venue, the coordinators will discuss the following information with you in more detail.
Your role as a volunteer is focused on being a great conversation partner for the local participants, while sharing
your experience and supporting them in their learning process. Direct supervision of the local minors is
performed by Angloville Coordinators, who are authorized by the Local Authorities to ensure a safe educational
experience. Thus, compliance with their instructions and guidance is critical. Your safety is Angloville’s highest
priority. Thank you for your understanding.
LEGAL STATEMENT















I hereby declare that I have no criminal record and there is no criminal legal action being taken against
me at the present moment.
For safety reasons I declare that I have informed the Angloville Organisers of any mental or physical
conditions that I have.
I undertake to act responsibly and reasonably in compliance with widely acceptable standards of good
behavior.
I am aware that any act of violence, harassment, sexual harassment or other type of abuse will be
immediately reported to the police, and may lead to arrest and/or prosecution.
I am aware that due to the presence of underage participants on the program, consumption of alcohol
on the premises of the hotel is forbidden. Irresponsible behavior involving the consumption of alcohol
may lead to being expelled from the program at my own cost. This decision would be at the discretion
of the Angloville coordinators.
Any form of gross misbehavior/criminal activity will lead to being expelled from the program at my own
cost and I am aware that such behavior could lead to legal consequences in the host country. In addition,
this information may be passed to my university /employer and the local police in my country.
Any use of drugs is strictly forbidden and will be reported to the police immediately. I have been
informed that this may lead to prosecution and a prison sentence of up to 15 years.
I was made aware that since I will be leading conversation sessions with underage participants,
conversations about certain sensitive topics should be avoided. These include: drugs, sex, religion,
racism, and other controversial and inappropriate topics for an educational camp with youths. This rule
applies to me, the Native English speaker, and the program participants.
I am aware that engaging in any form of sexual activity with local participants at the camp is strictly
forbidden by law.
I acknowledge that I will be financially responsible for any damages I may cause to the hotel facilities
and equipment, and that my details will be passed on to the hotel management if such damages occur.
I agree to give consent for pictures/video footage of myself, taken with my awareness by the camp
coordinators, to be used for the purposes of Angloville marketing and advertising. And also for the
purposes of being sent to the local participants upon request* (if you do not agree to give consent to
this clause, then please let us know either by email, or clearly on this form given to you on day 1 of the
program. The decision is entirely yours, and will not affect your application in
anyway)…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....(space
for
comment).
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HEALTH AND SAFETY RULES ON THE PROGRAM (VOLUNTEERS)





The volunteers are not allowed to enter minor participants’ rooms at any time and may not allow the
minor participants to enter their rooms either.
All interaction, including speaking sessions, games and other activities between the minor participants
and the volunteers should take place in public areas of the premises.
The volunteers must be aware that minor participants are not allowed to leave the premises unless they
are accompanied by an Angloville program coordinator.
The minor participants may not leave their rooms after 22.00 each day, unless they have express
permission from the Head Coordinator. Please inform an Angloville Coordinator if you notice a minor
participant outside their designated rooms after 22.00.

Thank you for understanding why these points are important and required to be emphasized by the law.
Your declaration
I hereby declare that the above points (both the LEGAL STATEMENT – page 1, AND HEALTH AND SAFETY RULES
–page 2 ) were clearly communicated and explained to me in detail and I am aware of the legal consequences
for breaking the law or violating any other aspect of this document .

………………………….
Participant’s name (BLOCK LETTERS)

…………………………
Date & Signature

Attached is the copy of my passport.
Note from Angloville: You are volunteering your time, and in return Angloville provides a free service in which it
creates a platform for you to obtain teacher training and experience to enhance your CV. Angloville will give you
tips and guidelines on what makes a good teacher and ongoing feedback and references (if you wish). Good luck
and enjoy the program!
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